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PRESS RELEASE

PRIVATE WINGS INSTALLS PERSONAL PROTECTION WINDOWS TO FIGHT
COVID-19
August 31, 2020 – Berlin
Private Wings Flugcharter GmbH (PWF) is the first operator in its class to use Autostop
Aviation’s Personal Protection Windows to protect its passengers comprehensively
against COVID-19. The 10 Dornier 328 Turboprop and Jet Aircraft in Private Wings’ fleet
are currently being outfitted. The additional protection against Covid-19 will be available
on request for all flights starting from September onwards.
“We are proud that Private Wings, the prime operator for industry and sport charter in Germany,
have chosen our protection devices to keep its passengers in safety and comfort during these
challenging times,” says Peter Emerson, Head of Sales at Autostop Aviation
(www.autostopaviation.com).
The Personal Protection Windows will provide additional protection for passengers on board, especially
during the short period when a mask cannot be worn for personal catering. The general hygiene
measures, such as wearing a mouth-and-nose cover, frequent hand disinfection, and regular cleaning
of the aircraft are now complemented by the acrylic glass windows between the seats.
"Right at the beginning of the Corona Pandemic, we received many requests about our hygiene
measures. Even today, many passengers and travel agents are still uncertain about the measures and
guidelines for the various mobility solutions. For us it was obvious that we wanted to offer our guests
the best possible protection and thus make business trips feasible again," says Private Wings owner
Peter Gatz.
Frank Kusserow, Managing Director of Private Wings adds „We thank Autostop Aviation for the quick
reaction and seamless certification of its product for our fleet. Keeping our customers from industry
and sports as safe as possible is our commitment and our industry’s benchmark.”

Private Wings was founded in 1991 and initially operated in the air ambulance sector. Today the
airline helps its clients to realize their ideal flight solution. No matter if guests travel to unforgettable
events, athletes need to be on time to their matches or corporates sending their employees to
different sides. For clients who need more flights, Private Wings offers ACMI as well as an Aircraft
Management and Consulting service. All Dornier aircraft are similarly equipped with 32 passenger
seats and multiple ambulance layouts. Their Part-145 maintenance facility and CAMO in IngolstadtManching supports the flight operation in the best possible way.
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